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The Music 
 

Academic Festival Overture (Akademische 
Festouvertüre), Opus 80 
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
 
By the late 1870s, with two symphonies and numerous other major works to 
his credit, Brahms was an internationally famous composer. This status led to 
offers of honorary doctorates, one from Cambridge University (which the 
composer declined, reportedly because he disliked the idea of a sea voyage 
between continental Europe and England, which would have been necessary 
in order to attend a degree ceremony at Cambridge), and one from the 
University of Breslau (present-day Wrocław, in Poland) in 1879. After 
accepting the offer from Breslau, Brahms learned that a new work was 
expected from the honoree. To this end, Brahms wrote the Academic Festival 
Overture in 1880, an orchestral work in which German students’ traditional 
songs are quoted, including “Gaudeamus igitur” (“Let us therefore rejoice”). 
The work begins darkly, in C minor, later shifting to various other keys, and 
ending in the ‘sunlight’ of C major. The first performance of this overture was 
conducted by Brahms in Breslau, in January 1881.  
 
During 1880, Brahms wrote a companion work to the Academic Festival 
Overture - the Tragic Overture (Opus 81). Although the prevailing mood of 
that work is in contrast to that of the generally celebratory Academic Festival 
Overture, the Tragic Overture is not an intrinsically ‘tragic’ piece, being 
perhaps most accurately regarded as a freestanding orchestral work that 
could introduce an unspecified tragedy in the theatre. 
 

Hungarian Dances No. 1 & 5 
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
 
A pivotal step in Brahms’s emergence from obscurity as a supremely talented 
20-year-old composer was his association with Ede Reményi, a Hungarian 
violinist with whom Brahms (as a pianist) went on a concert tour in 1853. This 



was Brahms’s first journey outside his native Hamburg area in north 
Germany, and led to meetings significant for the young composer’s future, 
including ones with the violinist Joseph Joachim (whose long career extended 
into the 20th century) and, most consequentially, Robert and Clara Schumann 
in Düsseldorf. On Robert Schumann’s recommendation, Brahms’s early works 
were published in Leipzig, in 1853 and 1854. This development, and an article 
about Brahms written by Schumann that raised intimidating expectations of 
future greatness, accurately predicted Brahms’s subsequent distinction. 
Before and after Robert Schumann’s premature death in 1856 (almost 
certainly as a result of neurosyphilis), a complex and mutually supportive 
friendship developed between Brahms and Clara Schumann, which lasted for 
four decades. 
 
It has been suggested that Reményi introduced the young Brahms to 
Hungarian “Gypsy” (Zigeuner) music. This type of music may have originated 
with Roma people (“gypsies”) in central and eastern Europe. During the 18th 
and early 19th centuries, bands of musicians played such music at events in 
Hungary aimed at recruiting young men for military service (Verbunkos 
music). The style of music just mentioned is remote from that of the 
presumably ancient rural folk music of Hungary and Romania recorded by 
Zoltán Kodály and Béla Bartók in the early decades of the 20th century. In art 
music, the Zigeuner style predates Brahms, and is exemplified by the last 
movements of Joseph Haydn’s Fortepiano Concerto in D major (1784) and 
“Gypsy Rondo” Trio for fortepiano, violin, and ‘cello (1795). 
 
Starting in 1862, Brahms gradually shifted his base of operations from 
Hamburg to Vienna. Here, his stature as a leading European composer was 
established through a series of major works, including four symphonies, three 
concertos (from his Vienna years), a massive portfolio of chamber music, 
works for solo piano, and choral works, as well as numerous Lieder (art songs 
for voice and piano). No doubt attracted by the melodic piquancy and 
rhythmic unpredictability of Hungarian Zigeuner music, as exemplified by the 
dance known as the csárdás, Brahms wrote 21 Hungarian Dances. Originally 
written for piano duet (four hands at one keyboard), and aimed at the market 
for domestic Hausmusik played in the home, the dances were published in 
two sets (in 1869 and 1880, respectively). Orchestrations of the dances were 
made by several composers, including Brahms.  
 



The Hungarian Dances on today’s program are both in G minor (with a central 
episode in G major in the case of No. 5). Presumably aware that he was 
appropriating existing tunes in writing the Hungarian Dances, Brahms may 
have assumed that these melodies were ‘traditional’ folk tunes by 
anonymous composers. Presuming that both of the following ‘unfamiliar’ 
pieces antedate the corresponding Hungarian Dances, the melodic source for 
the Hungarian Dance No. 5 is allegedly a piece entitled Bártfai emlék 
(Memories of Bartfa) by Béla Kéler (1820-1882). The presumed thematic 
source for No. 1 is the mid-19th century Isteni (Divine) Csárdás by Miska 
Borzó, reportedly a military bandmaster. There is a recording, dating from 
1889 and made by an assistant of Thomas Edison (Theo Wangemann), of 
Brahms playing part of the Hungarian Dance No. 1 on a piano. In its current 
state (reflecting either, or both, low original quality and/or poor state of 
preservation), this recording leaves a good deal to the imagination. 
 
 

Prelude: Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg  
Richard Wagner (1813-1883) 
 
During the 26-year time-frame when he was writing the librettos and music of 
the huge operatic tetralogy Der Ring des Nibelungen (1848-1874), Wagner 
broke off work on that project to write two operas unrelated to the Ring. Of 
these two operas, the first, Tristan und Isolde, is a hot-house plant, filled with 
erotic tension that is released only in Isolde’s Liebestod at the end of the 
opera, after the death of Tristan. The second opera, Die Meistersinger von 
Nürnberg, is largely free from the complex, emotionally-freighted, harmonic 
language of Tristan und Isolde, although it does include at least one musical 
quotation from that work. Both operas involve a love element - the doomed 
relationship of Tristan and Isolde that is central to the earlier work, and the 
apparently promising one of a young nobleman, Walther von Stolzing, and his 
future spouse, Eva, in Die Meistersinger. The title of this second opera refers 
to a 16th-century guild of craftsmen in the German city of Nuremberg, among 
whom singing contests are held, as a way of establishing dominance over 
rivals (for example in von Stolzing’s wooing of Eva). 
 
Cast in the key of C major, a tonality historically associated with celebration 
(as in the last movement of the Beethoven 5th Symphony), the Prelude to Die 
Meistersinger projects a ‘forthright’ and apparently uncomplicated 



atmosphere. This prelude was first performed in 1862, in Leipzig, and the 
première of the whole opera followed in 1868, in Munich. 
 
 

Symphony No. 5, in C minor, Opus 67 
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 

I. Allegro con brio 
II. Andante con moto 

III. Scherzo: Allegro 
IV. Allegro  

 
The famous 4-note “call to aten�on”, which opens Beethoven’s 5th 
Symphony, ini�ates a work that pursues an archetypal trajectory from 
darkness to light, over the course of its four movements. In the concise and 
conflict-ridden first movement, a lyrical melody follows the brusque opening 
idea during the ini�al sec�on (exposi�on) of the movement. The development 
sec�on, which follows, involves an intense focus on the 4-note idea, and leads 
to a climac�c return of the original version of that idea, now in the full 
orchestra, at the start of the recapitula�on. Between that pivotal moment and 
the end of the first movement, the lyrical second theme reappears in C major, 
providing a sense of relaxa�on. This, however, is a false dawn, which is clouded 
by the gradual reappearance of C minor, and the movement ends in that key. 

 

Beethoven’s skill as an orchestrator is exemplified by the use of contras�ng 
instrumental �mbres in the second movement, which begins in the violas and 
lower strings (cellos and double basses), a�er which maximum contrast is 
achieved by the deployment of woodwind instruments without the strings. 
Aten�ve listening reveals the 4-note rhythmic idea from the start of the 
symphony, unobtrusively played by a flute, and then by the violins. Structurally, 
the second movement consists of lyrical sec�ons in A flat major alterna�ng 
with mar�al C major episodes. Near the end of the movement, a faster sec�on 
begins, with a solo bassoon and string syncopa�on, a�er which the previous, 
slower, tempo returns. The movement closes asser�vely and is followed by a  



two-movement complex, consis�ng of a fast “transformed minuet” that leads 
without a break into the finale. 

 

Lower strings, playing quietly, begin the third movement. A�er two brief 
pauses, the 4-note rhythm from the start of the symphony reappears loudly, in 
the horns. Structurally, this third movement comprises two dark C minor outer 
sec�ons and a central C major sec�on that also begins in the lower strings 
without the rest of the orchestra. When the C minor sec�on returns a�er that 
central C major “ray of light”, the effect is that of a ghostly, understated reprise. 
The orchestra in this restatement is pared down to strings, woodwind 
instruments (mostly playing solo), and one horn. The use of a bassoon in its 
upper register contributes to the eerie, spectral atmosphere. Over quiet 
sustained notes in the strings, one of the �mpani now enters, quietly playing 
the 4- note rhythmic mo�f that began the symphony. There is a gradual 
increase in tension, with accelera�on in the �mpani part, addi�on of further 
instruments, and increased volume, leading to C major for the start of the 
finale. In this largely jubilant movement, the orchestra is expanded to include 
a piccolo, a contrabassoon (not included in today’s performance), and 3 
trombones. At the end of the development sec�on of this sonata-form finale, 
the C minor music from the third movement reappears and leads, once again, 
to C major for the finale’s recapitula�on. The tempo is speeded up for the last 
part of this movement, and the symphony ends forcefully in C major. 

 

The recall of the third movement during the finale, though unusual, was not 
unprecedented when Beethoven wrote the 5th Symphony. This feature also 
occurs in the Symphony No. 46 in B major (da�ng from 1772), by Beethoven’s 
mentor Joseph Haydn. Although there is no direct evidence that Beethoven 
knew this fine work, a score and performing parts of Haydn 46 are included in 
a music collec�on in Vienna that was formerly owned by Beethoven’s patron 
and composi�on student, the Archduke Rudolf (according to Appendix I in H.C. 
Robbins Landon: The Symphonies of Joseph Haydn, Universal Edi�on and 



Rockliff, 1955). Beethoven completed the 5th Symphony in late 1807 or early 
1808, and its first public performance occurred in Vienna, during a 4-hour 
concert on the 22nd of December 1808. The challenging program of this all 
Beethoven concert, which included first public performances of at least 3 major 
works, comprised (besides the 5th Symphony) the Symphony No. 6 (Pastoral 
Symphony), the 4th Piano Concerto (with Beethoven as the soloist, at a �me 
when his deteriora�ng hearing s�ll permited this role), por�ons of the Mass 
in C major, the drama�c scena for soprano and orchestra Ah! perfido, and the 
Choral Fantasy for piano, orchestra, vocal soloists, and chorus, and also 
included a piano improvisa�on. A contemporary account (by one Johann 
Friedrich Reichardt; quoted in William Kinderman: Beethoven, Oxford 
University Press, 1995) men�ons a lack of heat in the concert hall on that 
occasion during the central European winter. 

 

(Martin F. Heyworth, MD) 
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